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sciences, mazandaran university of medical sciences, sari, iran. corresponding author: masoomeh mahmoodi,
e-mail: mhmoudi@mazums. abstract. goldmann’s genetic structuralism approach is one of the literary critique
approaches and ... the rise of modern persian literature through translation ... - new literary genres
introduced into the persian literary polysystem through the translation of the western works have been
studied. it employs even-zohar's polysystem theory to investigate the conditions which gave rise to the literary
interference in iran and to illuminate the main reasons which resulted in the comparative literature in iran
- project muse - comparative literature in iran alireza anushiravani his essay is a historical and critical survey
of comparative literature in iran that dis-cusses its potentialities for development in the context of new
directions in compara-tive literature. it is divided into three parts: the first section is a survey of the history
sexual oppression and religious extremism in margaret ... - sexual oppression and religious extremism
in margaret atwood’s the handmaid’s tale maryam kouhestani1,2+ 1ferdowsi university of mashhad, iran
2english literature, university of malaya, malaysia abstract. the exploration of contemporary societies reveal
how man’s life has been destroyed in our age class oppression and commodification in shakespeare’s
... - class oppression and commodification in shakespeare’s hamlet in hamlet, a sense of class struggle and
huge gaps in the social classes are perceivable. barnardo, marcellus, guildestern, rosencrantz, and horatio all
are lower in class and rank than hamlet and his aristocrat family and the way this royal class addresses and
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domo 15 b 20 b serie series lowara, tradition and the individual talent from eliot and adonis ... - and
literary men, adonis as a literary man and an ontological critic pays attention to "existence" and how to define
its relationship to human being which is the same as what we see in noumenal/phenomenal or
objective/subjective viewpoints. 3. writing and speech from adonis's point of view (interpretation based on
eliot's theory of new criticism) corrections for early urdu literary culture and history - corrections for
urdu literary culture and history Ḳhān-e Ārzū makes the following important points, relevant for our purposes:
(1) the language spoken by the people of the urdū of hind [that is, shāhjahānābād] is called hindī, and the
poetry written in that language is called reḳhtah, and it is mostly in the manner of the persians. (2) this same
poetry (reḳhtah) was popular in ... history and ambiguity: graham greene's the third man and ... history and ambiguity: graham greene’s the third man and the quiet american in print and on screen by
valentina reshetova in this master’s thesis, i shall examine graham greene’s place in criticism of the british
novel by focusing on the third man and the quiet american. in terms of theoretical approach, i shall global
journal of arts humanities and social sciences vol ... - published by european centre for research training
and development uk (ea-journals) 72 a glimpse to the female- oriented criticism in persian literary researches
narges bagheri assistant professor in persian literature at vali-e-asr university parivash mirzaeyan m.a student
in persian literature at vali-e-asr university 30 literature in persian and other indo - iranian languages author of many books including two on the ancient history of iran and served as a minister of printing
(enteba‘¯ at¯), produced a literary work entitled the khalseh or khab-n¯ ame¯ [book of dreams], which was
posthumously published as a description of the decline of iran. what is the jewish in jewish american
literature? - but the cultural and geographic reach of literary history and criticism are limited as ever.1 i really
should not have been surprised. zeek merely echoes the majoritari-anism of most jewish american popular
discourses as well as of literary scholar-ship. most u.s. jews are of white eastern european–immigrant descent
as is
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